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English translation:  
 
Shaharzad: Do Afghans have cultural centers there [in Iran]? Do they celebrate their 
national days, wear their national dresses? 
 
Baqer: Not on a large level, but they do. There is one small room for these celebrations, 
for example. Sometimes they celebrate. In Mashhad [a city in Iran where there are lots of 
Afghans], there are celebrations. But not in a way that anybody finds out except Afghans. 
That is it.  
 



Shaharzad: Only among themselves [Afghans] …. 
 
Baqer: Only among themselves…. 
 
Shaharzad: What are the Afghan publications in Mashhad? …Usually what kind of 
publications they are? 
 
Baqer: Of Afghan magazines I can only name Khate Sawom [Third Script]. Afghan 
University students print small publications. They are very active, the Afghan students. 
They try to compare societies of Iran and Afghanistan. There are not very many 
magazines, Afghan magazines. But publication activities of Afghans are good. It is more 
than what you would expect.  
 
Shaharzad: Afghan authors and poets, who are in Iran, certainly have been affected by 
culture and literature there. 
 
Baqer: Exactly. Literature is a long discussion. For those who were in Iran, the first thing 
that was affected was their language. Their language has changed unconsciously. The 
literature has also been affected by change of language. The poems that are written, the 
stories that are written, the vocabulary used in them, all has changed. And I don’t know 
how will this case be reacted to in Afghanistan, how will it be, will it be acceptable for 
Afghanistan’s literature or not. Anyways, they [immigrant poets and authors] try their 
best. Anyway, the change has occurred. We can avoid lots of reactions that are based on 
prejudice. We shouldn’t neglect a poem, all beauties of a poem, for one word that is 
considered Iranian Farsi. There is no Iranian Farsi or Dari Farsi. In my opinion Farsi is 
one. The words that are used, well, yes, they vary according to accents and dialects and 
things like that. But these reasons can’t make a literary product less valuable.   
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